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Thoroughly tested and functional - both for sows and staff

Top hinged rear gate ensures easy access to the sow

No annoying pipes above the sow - optimum overview

Possible to reach 3 sows from the same position 

User-friendly central locking system

Closed head partition - ensures calm conditions for eating

Single hand operational lock system on each stall

FREE ACCESS BOX
Combined mating and gestation unit
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I FREE ACCESS BOX I
Get ahead from the beginning

The free access box is designed and improved over the years in order to ensure the sows’ safety and minimize agression during 
feeding.  The free access box gives more space for a sow on a smaller area than other boxes in the market. 

The free access box is designed with a unique locking system, which prevents two sows coming into the box at the same time. And 
if it occurs, our flexible tie rod ensures that the sow in the back can always come out without getting hurt. The free access box is 
the only on the market, that protects the sows so thouroughly.  And one more area where the free access box is a step ahead: the 
locking system makes it possible to lock all the boxes at once - automatically or manually - or just to lock one box. 

 
Lying length:  200/210 cm (w. front grille extension) 
Total length: 234/244 cm (w. front grille extension)

Height: 103,3 cm 
Width: 65/70 cm
Post: 40 x 40 x 4 mm
Rear supports: 25 mm solid cast iron
Horizontal pipe: 33,7 x 2,65 mm
Front gate/rear gate: Side hinged/top hinged
Locking system: Integrated into the box side
Quality: Hot galvanized
Water supply: 1" galvanized or stainless steel pipe
Water inlet: ½" SS pipe, SS nipple. 1 per 2 stalls

No injuries on either sows or equipment:
The integrated spring in the
connection rod prevents that the rear gate 
squeezes the sows, if two sows uninten-
tional are on their way into the same stall 
and the rear gate will not be overloaded.

FACTS

Multi-adjustable foot 
makes it easy to clean 
behind the stall and to 
adapt the stall to all
types of floor.

Enough space for insemination.
No annoying pipes above the 
sow: it allows enough space for 
the staff - also by insemination.

"The free access stall has the absolute best 
working conditions. The sows quickly learn how 
to operate the stall, they have a free vision of 
the trough through the grille of the front gate 
and the front ends of the partitions are closed, 
providing the necessary peace when they are 
eating and resting"
Carsten Jensen, I/S Risgård, Denmark

The stall is
closed in the front,
it ensures safety

for the sows
and a calm eating

situation.


